Confessions of a quitter
By
Cedrick „Waste“ Aer’Soul

Chapter I
The dark ages ...
1987

Vienna was a dull place to grow up. Pop ruled the masses, there were still some Mods and Punks around, some
Nazi-Skinheads here and there. Without neither private TV nor private radio everything was kept pretty
mainstream.
Once a time a friend of mine handed over five record albums, named Public Enemy’s “Yo, Bum Rush the
Show“ and “It takes a nation of millions…“, ICE-T’s „Power“, RUN – DMC’s „Tougher than leather“ and The
Beastie Boys´ first album.
Having missed the first wave of HipHop that swept the world, these records hit me dead on. I wanted more
which was quite hard, having only 3 or 4 shops in the city, selling Hip Hop on vinyl. It was also almost
impossible getting your hands on some descent sneakers, baseball-caps or jackets.
I found a small gang of people meeting everyday on Schwedenplatz’s subway station, who already did some
graffiti, but mostly they were plain thieves and drug dealers. On their Jackets they had pretty cool characters
and pieces painted with markers, and rumors had it, that some 3 years ago graffiti writers from New York were
invited to Vienna to paint a tramway car and made a vernisage.
At the „Donaukanal“ we had a wall called „Hall of Fame“ where some cool pieces were already painted and the
public considered it legal at this place. The coolest artworks there were done by „Crazy“ and a crew I know as
„Radical Aerosol Creators“.
At this time there were only two clubs that actually played some Rap music and that accepted guests in Adidas
training suits, opened lashed sneakers, gold chains etc. Young soccer fans started building up a group calling
themselves Hooligans, with the sole purpose of getting drunk and inflicting pain to other people. Skateboarders
and turks were their favourite victims, but anybody with a baseball cap would also do just fine.
Since violence absolutely ain’t my thing, dancing or rapping neither, I finally turned to graffiti.
The old gang of Schwedenplatz slowly disappeared, some went to jail, some left the country and some
managed to leave their past and do something respectable. All of the writers of this era stopped painting,
except one, who managed to spread his name more than anyone before him in Vienna. His name was
„Soze“ and his companions tag read „Uran“. My arts teacher, who knew about my passion, sent me to a little
library in the inner city, where I bought the „bibles“ of graffiti: „Subway Art“ and „Spraycan Art“.
It was only a matter of time now, during one of my „break into neighbourgh’s cellars and steal some wine“tours I found some spraycans. I’d been doing little pieces with markers everywhere for about a year and - now
- my time had come. Drunk as a donkey I grabbed a piece of paper, sketched out some rough letters and off I
went to my first mural on the back of a gas station, right beside a railway line 500 meters from where I lived.
Smart Guy.

Again it was my arts teacher who told me that a colleague of his had a pupil in a higher class, also interested
in graffiti. I was introduced to him (Cheech) and his former classmate (Shade) and we realized the fact that we
had taken our first steps in the aerosol arts at the same time, so we joined forces. Vienna had it’s first crew of
people who defined themselves as „writers“. This was the year
1989
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Chapter II
Spraycans
Spraypaint was a problem in Vienna. There were almost no descent brands, and the paint was very expensive.
I know the racking of cans is part of the writers trade but I never came around of linking it. After a hard period
of trial and error „Dupli Color“ faced as the most usable brand. At least the density of the colours was ok, the
variety of colours was sufficient.

Caps
„Duplis“ had been delivered with “female-caps” and any other type of spraycan in Austria was “male”, so we
could use none of their caps for special purposes, we had to build fat and skinny caps for ourselves. For fat caps
we just widened the nozzle of the cap with a cutter, for skinny caps the nozzle was glued shut and reopened
with a needle (which almost never worked out right).

Markers
Only one, ‘nough said ? Edding 850 with a Metal shaft. This tool finally introduced Vienna to the age of tagging.

Chapter III
The age of tagging …
Still 1989.

We spent whole days and nights riding the „S-Bahn“ lines or running around the city, tagging everywhere.
„Tag tours“ we called that and very soon our tags and our kind of graffiti outnumbered the political graffiti
which had been dominant in this city for so long. I met Soze, but he wasn’t very interested in “toys“ like us.
This changed radically when I called him one Saturday at noon and told him we were going to paint our first „SBahn“.
(Yes we had a Subway system too, but having read „Die Züge gehören uns“ about munich’s graffiti scene we
decided that the „S-Bahn“ was a far more attractive and a far less dangerous target).
He seemed reluctant to join, claiming he was ill, but at night he unexpectedly showed up with Uran - not
without shocking us, because we mistook him for Railway personnel or workbums at first.
It was 1989, a fucking cold november night and we were the first locals who did their first train, making this
officially the first train painted in Vienna. ( I don’t know if anyone did it in „the dark ages…“ but leave the 5
minutes of fame on me). These guys were Soze, Uran, S 197, Shy and Shade – all names from the past…
Shortly after that action, Cheech wanted to quit, resulting in one of my favourite pictures. His final piece called
“dream”, not excellent in the making but a really great idea. Unluckily it was destroyed by Tags only 2 weeks
later.
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Chapter IV
The beginning …
1990

I changed school and Cheech soon was substituted by a new classmate of mine. I introduced him to graffiti and
he caught on pretty quick. Tyree (RIP) was his first Tag.
But other players suddenly appeared. The most famous (infamous) was called „Style“. It turned out he was
dutch and totally into tagging, but only on holidays in Vienna. At home in Amsterdam he did none and had no
connection to the local graffiti scene there. Here he was the King of tags and throw ups, but his pieces sucked
dick and he was not interested in doing them anyway.
Our crew was called like the Austrian railway company „ÖBB“ (Österreichische Bundesbahnen), but for us the
abbreviation stood for „Österreichs böseste Buben“ and consisted of Shade, Tyree, me - and occasionally Style.
Another Crew had emerged, doing mostly tags and destroying our pieces, thus provoking the first (very small)
writer wars in Vienna.
While Munich had hundreds of writers, Vienna now had about 15 aerosol artists. The second „S-Bahn“ was done
by us and the average output of pieces was about one in a month (when it was a good month). Tagging still
was a big thing and things kept rolling like this for months.
Doing graffiti for money started financing the illegal painting.
The Hooligan movement now had an equally big and violent counterpart, the „Red Brothers“, mostly recruited
by young Turkish guys who were sick and tired of the Hooligans endless nationalistic harassments. Several new
shops appeared were everyone could buy Hip Hop records, cool clothes etc., more and more clubs started
playing Rap music. Also we made contact to Austrian Rappers , slowly building a new little community.

Chapter V
The silver ages …
1992

The gang wars are over. The city was quite peaceful now, Hip Hop was completely accepted and has met
Mainstream in a Whirlpool. A third fraction of writers has appeared, with more talent than their predecessors
(not including the ÖBB of course). All together with the rappers and breakers we founded a community, the
„Duck Squad“ (which sadly fell apart not long after founding).
Another development was the establishment of contacts to the city’s social services. Together with them we
started urging the city for more acceptance of our art and legal walls to paint on. In return we helped making
events for turkish and socially underprivileged adolescents, some sort of preventive social work we called that.
The WGU – “Wiener Graffiti Union” was founded by us guys and we managed that our former major – Mr. Zilk –
gave us some walls where we could express in our way. These walls had been the Donaukanal at “Flex” (finally
really legal) “Rossauer-Lände” and upwards as well as the “Nordbrücke”.
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Chapter VI
The golden ages ….
1993
Techno spilled the Airwaves, MDMA started spilling the brains of many of my friends. You couldn’t get into a
club without Adidas suit and sneakers.
Together with the social workers we founded a legal platform for writers, to distribute commissioned work and
help in brushes with the law. We had been organized and „fat in business“, international contacts appeared,
and finally some spraycan brands that superseded „Dupli“ by far and fitting fat and skinny and soft caps for the
new cans. 30 to 50 artists now did their worst all over the city.

Chapter VII
The Fall ….
1994
Techno parties, clubbing , raves. Most everybody was on MDMA now. Some of my friends took pills at a rate of
one to four a day. A young female Arts student gets to host a party at her home for about 18 months. She
wasn’t really asked if she liked it. Writers went and came as they liked. She had taken the presidency of the
graffiti platform and took great responsibility for her „kids“.
These days I did my last train, getting caught because of a number of bad decisions done by myself. I already
was at the rim of the writers scene, doing less and less graffiti. However, on this day, from the point we were
alarmed to the moment I was arrested, every turn I took was the wrong one (literally) I decided it was my time
to quit finally.
Graffiti in Vienna had changed. When I started we were an isolated group with bad tools and small goals, and
however it was smart or not, a local style had been developed. With the international contacts new styles
appeared, the quality of the pieces jumped to a far higher level, but for me personally it had lost it’s charm.
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Chapter VIII
The second dark ages …
1995

Police had formed a special unit against graffiti, they collected some younger writers, gathered a lot of
information from them and in the end about 40 people had to face trial. These events left many very bitter for a
lot of years.
I completely abandoned any contacts to the writers scene, except a few guys from the very beginning.

Epilogue

I was always proud of what I did in these years, and I also never was ashamed by quitting. In my perception
my friends and me, we had been the first in a line that hasn’t stopped to grow yet. I am proud of the people
with whom I started with and the ones I inspired, who held up their heads through „the second dark ages“ and
led a new generation till today.
And today, again from the very rim of the writers scene it looks like a second golden age to me ….
(And yes, I have done some illegal pieces since then but I wouldn’t dare call myself writer anymore....)

